Year 6 Overview for Autumn Term 1:2
Your Teaching staff are: Mrs Dar, Miss Manir, Miss Gooch, Mr Cooke, Mrs Chauhan, Mrs Yusefi
Our Assistant Head Teacher is: Miss Webster

Reading:

Writing:

Maths:

Science:





We will focus on the text Goodnight Mister Tom as well as a range of non-fiction texts to develop vocabulary.
Using a range of texts, we will answer questions making reference to the text using inference and retrieval skills.
We will learn spelling rules for suffixes ment, -ness, -ful, -less, -ly –ious, -ation and prefixes un-, dis-, mis-, re-, sub-, super-,
anti-, auto-.
 Classic Authors and Texts: We will focus on reading a range of classic texts such as Goodnight Mister Tom and A Christmas
Carol. We will use a range of descriptive vocabulary to describe characters in detail.
 We will look at non-chronological reports.
 Grammar Focus: We will focus on direct and reported speech , apostrophes, determiners and complex sentences.
 We are learning to solve fraction problems, including decimals and percentages.
 To identify properties of shape.
 To solve problems involving the calculation and conversion of units of measurement, including decimals up to 3 decimal
places.
Physics: Circulatory System
 We will look at the function of the heart, blood vessels and blood.
 We will use scientific reasoning to explain how the heart functions.
 We will investigate whether exercise affects our heart rate.

RE:

The dispositions we will continue looking at:
 Living by rules – why are they important and what rules do we have in our religion.
 Being Fair and Just

Non-Core:

Our topic is World War 2 which will be learnt through, Geography, Art and PSHE.
We will focus on:
 Locating the hemispheres, tropics and the equator.
 Time zones and why these were important during the war.
 Locating axis and allies countries



Countries from the commonwealth

PE:
Computing:
Homework:

Please remember to bring PE kits on Wednesday and Thursday.
We will be developing our physical skills through Dodgeball and OAA (Outdoor adventure activities)
Computing will focus on Excel and how to use excel to input data.
Please ensure that you are completing the following:
 Reading every day. You should read your library book and levelled book and sign this in your diary. Any additional reading
can also be signed into the reading diary.
 English homework consists of a grammar focus, comprehension and spellings. This must be completed in the English
homework book.
 Maths homework is linked to the skills focus of the week and must be completed in the Maths homework book.
Homework is given out on Friday and must be completed and handed in on Tuesday.

